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Abst act 
StJ d on capital structure of companies is abundant as it is reflecting the financial health of finn. 
Non the less, majority of them are either dealing with issues in developed countries or publicly 
listr companies only, We observed very limited studies on non-listed companies, including 
smal and medium companies, Therefore, it is the objective of this study to examine the capital 
stmc ure of companies in the northern region of Malaysia, comprising four states (Perlis, Kedah, 
Pen a g and Perak), 
Ke) orels: Firm 's Characteristics; Capital Structure; NCER; Malaysia 
JEL lassijicalions: G32 
INTRODUCTION 
The study on firm's capital structure has become an important topic and the most researched 
topic in the modern corporate finance area, The importance of research in capital structure has 
been stressed by several economists such as Simerly and Li (2000), Eriotis, Vasiliou, and 
Ventoura-Neokosmidi (2007) and Tang at lang (2007), According to Simerly and Li (2000), 
appropriate structure of firm's capital is limportant for two reasons: (I) for maxim ization of 
interest of every stakeholder of that part!icular organization, and (2) for the organization to 
compete effectively and efficiently in its operating environment. Moreover, Eriotis et al. (2007) 
I 
argued that the inappropriate selection of capital structure might be leading to two potential 
adverse consequences: (I) fall into financial distress, and (2) in the extreme situation, drag the 
organization into insolvency, On the positive note, Tang and lang (2007) postulated that optimal 
choice of capital structure is important as il will help in creating value for the finn via the effect 
of tax, information asymmetry and agency cost. In summary, study on capital structure is 
expected to provide valuable in-deep information about finns' strategic decision in implementing 
investments and its implication on its value, which later on will be used to detennine its position 
in the market. 
The study of capital structure in develOPing lcou~tries is relatively scarce. As been argued Booth, 
Aivazian, Demirguc-Kunt, and Maksimovic (200 I), the issue of capital structures has mostly 
been derived from studies that devoted to [developed countries, Booth et al. (200 I) offered a 
study that focusing on developing countries ' experiences as these countries are expected to have 
different set of institutional factors which might be able to question the validity of existing 
2 
capit~1 structure model if the results are not consistent with the one derived from developed 
countries. In Malaysia, the study on capital structure is also not new but mainly focusing on large 
com anies. Among the early studies for Malaysian case are such as Naidu (1984) and Mohamad 
I (199 ). Nonetheless, similar to the bulk of recent studies on this topic such as Suto (2003), 
FrJ r, Zhang, and Oerashid (2006), Ahmed and Hisham (2009), San and Heng (2011), and 
mJ more are all dealing with public listed companies which to some extent are having similar 
I 
features as companies in developed countries. Hence, whether the theory of capital structure is 
applil;able or not in the case of companies that are not listed in Bursa Malaysia, this study 
attenipts to fill in the gap in the literature by devoting onto this uncovered area. In order to 
achiewe this objective, this study employs a huge number of almost all companies located in the 
N0l~ern region of Malaysia. The northern area is encompassing four states, namely Perl is, 
Kedah, Penang and Northern Perak. 
The lorganization of this paper is as follows: Next section offers brief background of NCER. 
Section III reviews the past studies in order to find out gap as well as support to our modelling. 
Section IV discusses the methodology used in order to estimate the capital structure model. 
Section V analyzes the data and discusses the find ings. Section VI concludes and offers 
suggetstion for further research. 
I 
BAJ KGROUND STUDY 
What~s Northern Corridor Economic Region (NCER)? 
3 
Northern Corridor Economic Region (NCER) has been introduced by ex-Prime Minister 
Abdullah Ahmad Badawi during his leadership in order to accelerate regional economic 
development. This will ensure a more equitable income distribution. Although Penang state is 
well-known as high income region but the remaining three states have not been performing as 
impressive as Penang in that aspect. The primary objective is to achieve a world-class economic 
region by the year 2025 across the region. According to Northern Corridor Implementation 
Authority (NCIA) ', NCER aims to become a sustainable economic region empowered by a 
population living a balanced lifestyle with a holistic approach to business. The rationale behind 
NCER is to increase the competitiveness of the country in order to facilitate improvement in the 
standard of living of the nation. Table I represents the disparity of income distribution across 
selected region, mainly in Peninsular Malaysia. What we can observe from the table is the fact 
that there is huge income disparity among the states in Malaysia. For instance, Federal Territory 
and Selangor are considered as well having above Malaysian average real GOP per capita since 
1970. In addition, Penang in northern region and Terengganu in eastern region which were at 
lower average income level in 1970 but recorded impressive growth in income level to achieve 
more than average since 1980 and 1990, respectively. Conversely, Perak demonstrated a dismal 
performance from high (more than average) income earner in 1970 to low income earner since 
1980. Similarly, Perlis and Kedah are also experienced declining income since 1970, while 
Kelantan relatively maintained its status as low income state around 40. 
In summary, the idea of introducing NCER, alongside ECER, and SJEC in Peninsular Malaysia 
as well as SOC and SCORE in East Malaysia, is to boost economic development in northern 
I Extracted from http://www.nceLcom.my 
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regi n to grow exponentially2. Part of the strategies to further accelerate economic growth is to 
pro ote development of private companies to be the economic leader in the near future. The 
emJ asis is basically more onto the development of local entrepreneurs that can be 
intel ationally competitive. 
Tabl I: Real GDP per capita for selected states in Malaysia (Malaysia = 100) 
I 1970 1980 1990 2000 Dev loped Region' 
ederal Territory 176 197 191 205 
J elangor 148 156 142 124 r hern Region 
96 113 118 143 
103 93 79 81 
72 60 66 66 
73 61 59 60 
Eas ern Region 
erengganu 81 71 159 154 
hang 93 79 82 67 
~elantan 44 60 38 42 
100 100 100 100 Mal ysia 
Note'j a Defined as achieving above average income since 1970. 
Source Extracted from Habibullah, Smith and Dayang-Afizzah (2008), Table I, p. 8. 
SPJ I Characteristics o/Companies in NCER 
Penan , albeit its small size relative to other states in Malaysia, has a manutacturing economy 
that c ntributes for nearly half of the country's GDP. There are currently six different industrial 
parks n Penang to support Malaysian manutacturing industry. Through the Penang Development 
I 
2 ECE stands for Eastern Corridor Economic Region, SJER denotes Southern Johor Economic Region, SDC 
reprd e ts Sabah Development Corridor and finally SCORE stands for Sarawak Corridor of Renewable Energy. 
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Corporation, Penang has developed significant investment for the past 20 years, primarily in 
electronics (Boulton, Pecht, Tucker, and Wennberg, 1997). However, the highly performing 
companies in Penang are mainly dominated by foreign multinational corporations (MNCs). 
There are only few local entrepreneurs that IreallY become a big name in Penang. 
On the other hand, Perl is, Kedah and pJ ak are not that successful in their efforts to attract 
MNCs. They did receive investment from Cs, but relatively still too small. Hence, in these 
three states, the role of local entrepreneurs is more prevalent. Although it is good in one hand to 
have local talents to lead econom ic dL elopment, their capability, particularly financial 
capability is very much limited. Small an~ medium enterprises (SMEs) tend to dominate the 
states. Financial constraint may also due to the fact that local banks are not ready to take the risk 
in lending their money to SMEs who have Ibw credit worthiness. Moreover, as family ownership 
is also another uniqueness that prevails in Malaysian private companies, they prefer to leverage 
their business on debt from banks, rather Ithan open up for the public to join their business. 
Combining both facts, we can imagine how severe is the problem if banks reluctant to fund 
SMEs-related businesses. 
Not denying that pecking order theory J ght be valid to explain Malaysian fitms' capital 
structure, particular Penang. As Penang becomes among the major destinations of FDI, 
especially in manufacturing sector, its local entrepreneurs have been benefited a lot from the 
present of MNCs in the form of linkagesl or spillover effect and gradually, they grew big. 
Although many companies are initiated by a family but as they grow larger, family ownership 
may not be suitable. Amran and Che Ahmad (2010) identified several reasons of difticulty to 
6 
pre1irve family ownership or to be inherited by family members. The first point is the hardship 
to tind a competent family member who can take over the control. The second and contradicting 
to fijt point is despite having competency suitable to manage a company effectively, they are 
not I illing to be in the management board owned by family. The third point is more pressing 
I 
that i is hard to plan for succession3 Regardless of this emerging issue, companies in Northern 
regio~, especially other than Penang are still relatively small and therefore, succession issue is 
far fr~m being too urgent to be addressed. 
J~RA TURE REVIEW 
I 
Capit~1 structure is by detinition is a mixture of debt to equity that a firm used to finance its 
operalions. Several theories have been developed to explain the choice of capital structure such 
as life cycle theory, pecking order theory and agency costs. As for the sake of this study, these 
three heories seem to be able to provide the basis, we only discuss these three theories here'. 
Life Ic cle theory of capital structure hypothesizes that stage of development is the main factor in 
deter ining whether or not a tirm should approach finance providers to finance its business. 
"'1 ." j~ eo,,, ,ho m"k" ,,=,11, "" ~ d_d '" '" O~ "rul,bl, moo" . ThI, fi= 
might be having difficult to convince financial institution or even public to jointly finance its 
business due to lack of evidences of business sucCess. [n other word, tinancial institutions and 
publi~will normally question new film's business prospect. Among the proponents of this theory 
.1 Ther~are also few reasons of this issue which summarized as follows: (1) sense of lifelong belonging (till death). 
(2) gen er and birth order and (3) personality traits. The detail sources are available in Amran & Che Ahmad (20 I 0). 
Some r al cases can also be found in Amran & Che Ahmad (2010). 
, Othe.r theories developed to address the behavior of capital structure option are such as static trade-off theory 
(Modig iani and Miller (1958), information asymmetry theory (Ross. 1977; Myers. 1984). agency cost theory 
(Jense 1986) and capital structure life stage theory (Bender & Ward. 1993). among others. 
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are Chittenden, Hall, and Hutchinson (1916) and Berger and Udell (1998). Myers (1984), on the 
other note, argued that firm will rely on internal sources or anything internally generated funds 
(i .e. undistributed earnings) to finance its business in the early phase. Gradually, that firm will 
try to get access to debt from financial institution if the firm needs more fund beyond the 
internally available amount. Finally, if the finn still facing insufficient amount of fund to finance 
its project(s), it will resort to public or capital market by issuing equity to cover additional fund 
necessary to ensure the smooth running of tl e business. 
Several empirical studies have identified a number of firm level characteristics in examining the 
capital structure. These include age of the firm, size of the firm, asset structure, profitability, 
growth and risk (see Naidu, 1984; Mohamad, 1995; Wald, 1999; Cassar and Holmes, 2003; Hall 
et aI., 2004; Eriotis et aI. , 2007; Tang and Jang, 2007). Wald (1999) examined capital structure in 
France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Wald (1999) found some 
significant policy implications of the findings, although mean leverage and firms' characteristics 
are observed as similar across countries under study. Simple correlation analysis did suggest that 
the choices of capital structure vary across countries as country's specific legal and institutional 
framework may influence the option. Nevertheless, none of them violate the theoretical 
explanation that links each fiml's characteristic with capital structure or leverage option. Similar 
conclusion has also been drawn by earlier study ofNaidu (1984). Naidu (1984) argued that each 
industry is characterized by the same level of business risk one would expect the tirms in the 
same industry to adopt the same or similar capital structure(s) suited to their business-risk level. 
However, firms of the same industry group but operating in different countries are said to exhibit 
different capital structure norms because of the structural, institutional and political differences 
8 
in d fferent nations. Eriotis et a!. (2007) studied the effect of firm characteristics on capital 
struc ure for a sample of 129 Greek companies, corresponds to 63 percent of the listed 
I . . . 90Th fi .. com ames, listed on the Athens Stock Exchange dunng 19 7- 20 I. e Irm charactenstlcs are 
hyJ o hesized and analyzed as determinants of capital structure according to different explanatory 
theor ·es. The findings of this study are in inline with the hypotheses given by various theoretical 
argu ents. For instance, Eriotis et a!. (2007) found that there is a negative relation between the 
debt ratio of the finns and their growth, their quick ratio and their interest coverage ratio. 
Mea while, size remains the only film's characteristic that appears to have a positive impact. 
Movi g from general companies, which normally referred as listed companies, Tang and Jang 
(200 ) attempted to identifY lodging fimls' unique leverage behavior through a comparison to 
softl re firms, lIsing a generalized least squares analysis. Employing 49 I observations (or 
IOd1 g firms) retrieved from the COMPUSTAT database, this study's findings indicate that 
fixed assets and growth opportunities are the significant long-term debt determinants of the 
10d~i g industry. 
Rece tly, there is also growing research that aims at investigating capital structure of small and 
medi m enterprises (SMEs). Among the studies are Hall et a!. (2000), Cassar and Holmes (2003) 
and I bar and Biekpe (2007). Hall et a!. (2000) investigated 3500 unquoted, UK SMEs in order 
to te t various hypotheses concerning the determinants of SMEs' capital structure and to 
establ sh whether and how the relationship of these determinants to long- and short-term debt 
varie between industries. The findings suggest that long-term debt to be positively related to 
assel tructure and size and negatively related to age. On short-term debt model, Hall et a!. 
identified that short-term debt was related negatively to profitability, asset structure, size 
9 
and age and positively to growth. More importantly, significant variation across industries was 
also found in most of the explanatory variables. Cassar and Holmes (2003) investigated the 
determinants of capital structure and use de financing for SMEs in Australia. Using the same set 
of explanatory variables, reflecting fiml's!characteristics which are supported by static tradeoff 
and pecking order arguments, the hypotheses developed are tested using a large Australian 
nationwide panel survey. The results generally support static trade-off and pecking order 
arguments proposed by theoretical mOdel J that that asset structure, profitability and growth are 
important determinants of capital structurb and financing. While Hall et a!. (2000) and Cassar 
and Holmes (2003) focused on SMEs il high income countries5, Abor and Biekpe (2007) 
devoted themselves to get insight into SMEs in low income developing countries with Ghana 
became their targeted country. Considerin", that SMEs have been noted as important contributors 
to the growth of the Ghanaian economy, the issue of capital structure is very relevant. Applying 
the similar model of capital structure with fiml's characteristics as primary independent 
variables, Abor andBiekpe (2007) highlighted the role played by firm's characteristics in 
detemlining the capital structure of SMEs in Ghana. 
Study of capital structure in Malaysian case is also not new. Mohamad (1995) attempted to 
examine the detenninants offimls' capital j trucrure in Malaysia for the period between 1986 and 
1990. Mohamad (1995) demonstrated tha there are similarities between developed and less 
developed financial markets, involving thi influences of films' capital structure. However, in 
addition to fiml's characteristics such as size, Mohamad (1995) had also identified industry class 
as playing a significant role in detemlining l firm's capital structure. Ahmed and Hisham (2009) 
; Other studies are such as Michaelas, Chittenden, & Poutziouris (1998, 1999), Hall. Hutchinson & Michaelas 
(2000, 2004), among others. 
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revisited the capital structure theory and tested pecking order theory and static order trade-off 
on Malaysian listed firms over a period between 1999 and 2002. The evidence from 
peck,ng order model suggests that the internal fund deficiency is the most important determinant 
than bossibly explains the issuance of new debt in Malaysian capital market. However, the 
val id~ty of this result is a bit suspicious because of lower predicting power. On the other hand, 
statid trade-off-model is not valid to explain the issuance of new debt in Malaysian capital 
marl<.et. Nevertheless, both studies dealt with public listed companies and study that investigating 
capit~1 structure ofSMEs and/or non-public listed companies is still scarce. 
ME1)HODOLOGY 
I 
Modt l Specification 
Thisl ~tudy assumed a direct relationship between firm characteristic determinants (independent 
variafules) and short-term debt (dependent variable). The relationship is tested based on the 
following empirical model and this model also employed by the previous studies such as Cassar 
and Holmes (2003), Hall et al. (2000, 2004), and Abor and Biekpe (2009). The only difference 
and could be treated as limitation of this study is the exclusion of age and risk variables, the one 
used~n Hall et al. (2000), Abor and Biekpe (2009) and few others. The exclusion is purely 
becai e of unavailable information in the data taken from Companies Commission of Malaysia. 
W, i ply ,", ~m' modd ~ follo~ 
+ - / + -
InST, , = /30 + /3, In SIZE; + /3, In PROF; + /3, In TA NG, + /3, In LIQ, + e, (I) 
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where STD stands for short-term debt, SIZE denotes assets size, PROF represents profitability of 
firms, TA NG stands for tangibility and LIb represents liquidity. All variables enter in log form 
(or In). Sign on top of each explanatory v1ariable denotes expected sign. The detai l explanation 
regarding the expected sign of each explanatory variable is given below. 
SIZE 
Generally, SIZE is theoretized as having! positive association with capital structure. Several 
theories justify this direction of relationsh1iP. The first explanation could be that informational 
asymmetries between small firms and banks has resulted in smaller firms been offered less 
capital and normally at higher costs. In other words, transaction costs have made smaller firms to 
resort less to outside financiers , especially banks (Titman and Wessels, 1988; Wald, 1999; 
Cassar and Holmes, 2003). Or in a similar\tone but in different form, the amount demanded by 
smaller tirms tends to be out of scale range (particularly to get equity financing) or minimum 
"profitable" financing (to banks). Another possible explanation could be due to relative cost of 
bankruptcy risk as well as operating risk . Theoretically, both risks are inversely related to outside 
financing and since they have a tendency to be higher in smaller firms, size is expected to have a 
positive association with debt. 
HO: Size is hypothesized as positively correlated with shorI-term debt. 
PROFITABILITY 
Theoretically, PROF can have both effects, although the negative effect could be the dominant 
strategy. The negative effect of PROF is based on pecking order theory (Myers, 1984) and the 
12 
poJit ve effect is based on Jensen ' s free cash flow theory. In pecking order theory, it is argued 
that f company earns higher return, that will in turn can be used to finance company's business 
PIJ . If company decides to utilize internally available retained earnings, pecking order theory 
is v!a id and there will be a negative association between PROF and debt. Conversely, if high 
retur is exploited by that firm as a reflection of its high firm value (and credit worthiness), to 
get ore external financing, the relationship between the two is negative. In essence, according 
to Jl sen ' s theory, companies with high profitability, or free cash flow, will be more likely to be 
takl over and subsequently increased leverage. Therefore, companies that highly profitable will 
be us ng more debt. 
HO..l rojitability is predicted to signijicantly influence short-term debt. 
TAN IBILITY 
nJy 'od W~"" (1988) ,,=,d ,", Imp'"'o" of ,~" "ru""" ~ ,d"~IM", of <h, 
capil, 1 structure of a new firm . Availability of linn's assets will offer bigger liquidation value 
and Is,l bsequently be offered easier access to outside financing at lower cost. In other words, by 
pledg ng the firm's assets as collateral or arranging so that a fixed charge can be directly placed 
to et ting tangible assets of that firm , we can expect that that firm to have a more adequate 
of external financing. Therefore, many empirical evidences suggest a positive 
relati nship between asset structure and leverage for large firms (Michaelas,et aI., 1999; Cassar 
and Himes, 2003 ; Hall et aI. , 2004). Nonetheless, the relationship is hypothesized as negat ive in 
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the case of short-term debt as been empirically proven by Booth et al. (200 I )6, Cassar and 
Holmes (2003), Hall et al. (2004) and Abor and Biekpe (2009). Cassar and Holmes (2003, p. 
136) explained this contradicting findin by arguing on the basis that firms matching their 
duration of assets and liabilities. 
HO: Tangibility is hypothesized to Signijicar lY affect short-term debt. 
LIQUIDITY 
A firm must manage its optimal balance between current assets and current liabilities. Too high 
liquidity level (current assets> current liJ ilitieS) may negatively signal to investors that funds 
are mainly tied to non-productive assetsJ In contrast, too low liquidity may pose threat of 
insolvency. According to Eriotis et al. (2007), which is in line with the trade-off theory' and 
pecking order theory, if a firm util izes morl its current assets, it will generate more cash inflows 
internally that later on can be mobi lize to fund its business plans. Rao, AI - Yahyaee, and Syed 
(2007) provided another possible explanati n that complements the earlier one by stating that it 
could be due to financial risk consideration. In other words, firms with high liquidity level may 
be able to maintain its level of current asset IS. This in tum reflects firms' ability to generate high 
cash inflows. 
HO: Liquidity is predicted to negatively affect short-term debt. 
I 
<; Booth et al. (2001) found a negative assoc iat ion between tangibility and total debt and in some countries for 
tangibility vs long·term debt, albeit predicting a nega ive association for long term debt case. 
7 According to trade-off theory of capital structure, fibs trade ofT the net cost of equity against debt. Therefore, any 
item(s), such as liquidity, that could lower the (net) Icost of equity should be able to signal the advantage of using 
more equity. relat ive to debt. 
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In ad~ition to equation (1), we also run the same equation by adding dummy of state and SME in 
two more equations as follows: 
Equation with State Dummy: 
InS71D; =a" +a,lnSIZE, +a, In PROF, +a,lnTANG; +a, lnLlQ; 
, 
+ La,j DSTATE j + p, (2) 
)=1 
where DSTA TE stands for state dummy. We add three more state dummies for Perak, Kedah and 
Peri is. Equation with SME Dummy: 
InSTD; = 8" +8,lnSIZE, +8, In PROF; +8, lnTANG; +8. lnLlQ; 
+ 8,DSME, + I), (3) 
J
j 
DSME is dummy for firms fall under SME category based on the amount of assets that 
theyi osses. The dummy is set to be I if a tirm fall under the category listed in Table 2 below. Of 
cours , we only set the maximum in our equation, implying I for manufacturing companies that 
haJ urnover RM25 million (or below) and services companies that have turnover RM5 million 
(or beJow). 
In thi study, instead of studying capital structure of total companies, we believed that to 
invet gate each sub-sector will be more meaningful and has significant contribution to the body 
I 
of lit rature. We then segregated the data of firms into 10 sub-categories as in the Table 3. 
I ViM'I' . =h 'Mi,bl, i, p,~i'" ~ i, Tob', 4 " 
Table 2: Definition ofSMEs based on sales turnover 
Manufacturing, 
Manufacturing-
Related Services and Agro-
based industries 
Services, Primary Agriculture 
and Information and Comm. 
Technology (lCT) 
Micro enterprise 
Sales turnover of 
less than 
RM250,000 
Sales turnover of 
less than 
RM2001000 
I 
S mall enterprise 
Sales turnover 
between 
RM250,000 and 
RMIO million 
Sales turnover 
between 
RM200,000 and 
RMI million 
Medium enterprise 
Sales turnover 
between RM I 0 
million and RM25 
million 
Sales turnover 
between RMI 
million and RM5 
million 
Source: Adapted from Haslindar and Masron (2011), Table I. 
Table 3: Business Types 
Business Code Category Business Code Category 
100000 - 199999 Agriculture, Hunting, 600000 - 699999 Wholesale and Retail 
Forestry and Fishing Trade and Restaurant 
200000 - 299999 Mining and Quarrying 
300000 - 399999 Manufacturing 
400000 - 499999 Electricity, Gas and 
Water 
500000 - 599999 Construction 
16 
and Hotels 
700000 - 799999 Transport and 
Communication 
800000 - 899999 Financing Insurance, 
Real Estate, Investment 
and Business Services 
900000 - 999999 Community, Social and 
Personal Services 
Ta~1 4: Proxies for each variable 
Va~iable Proxy 
Sh 'rt-term debt (STD) Total short-term debt. Transformed into positive value by the 
following equations: 
Fin I 'S size (SIZE) 
Pro Itability (PROF) 
Tl~ibility (TANG) 
Liq I.idity (LlQ) 
Dummy (DSTATE) 
Dummy (DSME) 
Esti atioll Procedure 
z=x+~ 
Total assets of firm. 
(4) 
Profit before tax as a ratio of firm's asset. The non-positive value 
is transformed into positive value by using equation (4). 
Non-current assets divided by total assets. 
Current assets divided by current liabilities. 
I if belong to state j, 0 if belong to other state. 
I if categorized under SME, 0 if does not meet minimum amount 
of turnover for medium enterprise. 
we only collect the data for 2007, the statistical method used in this study is cross-sectional 
is. This approach is similar to those employed in Chittenden et al. (1996), Michaelas et al. 
) and Hall et al. (2000, 2004). The cross-sectional procedure is used to estimate equation 
(I). ' e started estimating the equation by using simple OLS. Nonetheless, as firms are not 
hom1genous, OLS estimation procedures, which does not adjust for tirm-specific effect(s), 
woul produce an omitted variables bias and a mis-specified model (Fraser, Zhang, and 
Der hid, 2006). OLS in this scenario may induce a spurious regression results. 
In l er to avoid this serious statistical issue, we overcome this by adjusting for these effects 
throu h the introduction of firm-specitic intercept, capturing the unobserved and lor 
imme surable firm -specitic characteristics. However, to introduce so many dummies for each 
tinnl, t might not be a wise action as the estimation will face a serious problem of lack of degree 
I 
I The rmula is taken from Busse and Hafeker (2007) to transform non-posit ive value into positive value. This Will 
in [urln Howed us to log the variable. 
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of freedom. We tackle this complicated issue by introducing state dummy as well as SME 
dummy. These two dummies, which are Introduced in two separate equations, are expected to 
In this study, we employ data extracted in year 2007. Although we did mention in our title that 
we want to investigate capital structure ofr ompanies located in NCER, implying only northern 
Perak should be considered, due to difficulty to exactly trace and sort the location of each firm in 
our sample, we decided to include all companies in the list given to us. Data are collected from 
Companies Commission of Malaysia (CCM). 
I 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We started our analysis by discussing the summary of statistics of each variable under study. 
After identifYing companies with full information, necessary to be in the analysis we end up with 
. . I . 
only 15,420 companies. As shown In Table 4, wholesale and retaIl trade and restaurant and 
hotels (code = 600,000), business services (r Ode = 800,000) and manufacturing (code = 300,000) 
are three dominant sectors in NCER with 5627. 3251 and 2869 companies respectively. At the 
same time, these sectors are also the most IL eraged sectors. The sector's average value of shol1-
term debt is RM6.89 million for manufJ turing and RM10.16 million for business services. 
Moreover, we also observed huge dispersion of short-term debt usage among companies in these 
two sectors. For instance, in manufacturing sector, the standard deviation recorded the second 
highest value with minimum amount of short-term debt of RMIO,OOO relative to the highly 
18 
leveraged company that owing short-tenn debt amounted to RM699 million!9 Sector electricity, 
gas apd water (EGW, code = 400,000) is represented by the least number of companies (48) but 
is highly capital intensive. EGW ranked second after business services sector 
J,~" '""'~I'"g po,", '0"""" <h' mo« pmfi"bi, ~"'" ~ 1M ~ 2007', oo"~,d," <h, 
traLlonal sector. Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing (AHFF, code = 100,000) is the sector 
that demonstrated the highest average profit after tax as a ratio of firm's size of 0.08. AHFF is 
also dhe sector that having average fixed asset (as a ratio of total assets) higher than the other 
I .. . . . 
sectol with the ratio of 0.42 percent, followed by and community, social and personal services 
(0.311 and manufactUring (0.31). Finally, as expected finanCing Insurance, real estate, Investment 
and lbusiness services sector (code 800,000) is the sector that overwhelmingly liquid sector with 
the Initio of current asset against current liabilities is more than 90. It is then followed by 
manufacturing (9.45) and AHFF (6 .77) sector. However, huge gap can be observed between the 
ith highest liquidity and the lowest liquidity, implying that within the same business 
servides sector, there are firms that having a problem of liquidity and may be easily fall into 
liquid~ ty trap should their businesses failed. 
Sefor, 
amoh 
belo l 
we precede to the regression analyses, we discuss the preliminary bilateral interaction 
the variables under study. The results of correlat ion analysis are presented in Table 5 
It is apparent from the table that we failed to observe a high degree of first order 
collinearity between the explanatory variables. Checking the extent of multicollinearity between 
~ At thl stage, we would like to false our concern regarding the quality of dar a taken from CCM. We noticed at least 
two p~ blcms that may reduce the rel iability of data provided. Firstly, there are negative values observed for items 
such as debt and asset. Secondly, some companies are having unbelievably high short-tenn debt. 
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two variables is important in order to r onfinn the validity of OLS as in the 
multicollinearity, OLS will produces estimates that are inefficient, albeit unbiased. 
presence of 
Table 4: Summary of Statistics 
Sector I 00000 
STD SIZE PROF TANG 
Mean 
Median 
Max 
Min 
Std. Dev. 
Obs. 
Mean 
Median 
Max 
Min 
Std. Dev. 
Obs. 
Mean 
323.13 
96.94 
862.53 
245 .46 
0.08 
0,06 
11800 219<'l. 1.65 
050 1.67 -1.95 
819.35 2079.95 0.29 
457 
Sector 300000 
689.47 1654.ll6 O.H2 
114.35 212.17 0,03 
6990{) I 690U() 8.07 
I .no O.l)445 -26.32 
2817.75 820K73 0.73 
2869 
Sector 500000 
3M. 16 927,69 (I,OM 
Median 7;,)5 117.66 (I.ON 
Max 56300 
Min 11.12 
Std. Dev. 2172 23 
Obs. 
Mean 
Median 
Max 
Min 
Std. Dev. 
Obs. 
Mean 
Median 
Max 
Min 
20S.{11 
68.22 
8755 . 17 
n, IS 
611.23 
2n.41 
0,3558 
58200 
0.37 
456(HlU 2.78 
11. 19 -26.33 
1351XI 0.79 
1263 
Sector 700000 
460.91 
96.51 
n,UU4 
0,021 
67600 In. I? 
0.21 ~9. 69 
2787.24 0.83 
857 
Sector 900000 
670.36 0,02 
70.26 0.05 
15700 
0,09 
Std. Dev. 2499.39 6435.80 
12.06 
-20.79 
0,91 
946 Obs. 
Note: Figures for STD and SIZE are in '10,000. 
U.42 
0.37 
1.00 
OJ )(I 
0.31 
0.31 
U.27 
''/0 (I.On 
U.25 
11. 18 
n, IO 
~:! 
0.21 
0.31 
11.2 
0.99 
o . (~) 
0.28 
I 
11.34 
0.27 
n,99 
u.uu 
0.29 
Sector 200000 
L1Q STD SIZE PROF TANG 
6.n 
l.u7 
602.13 
0 .00 
33.56 
36.10 
2.59 
362.0 
0,00 
76.49 
6628 u.05 0.29 
225.2 (1,0) n.21 
75 II 1.19 
6.89 -0.74 
1252 0.19 
102 
Sector 400000 
9.94 553.45 2138.88 -{J.(IS 
UOI 
0,35 
-2.57 
0.40 
1.{)7 32.97 50.34 
7305 .99 18100 78200 
o.on 1.16 4.49 
174 . (~ 2668.18 1161.l0 
48 
Sector 600000 
3.45 315.33 567,55 OAS 
1.13 n ,os 119.32 IUI2 
3D.06 106000 192()(IO 253950 
lUll 0.11 o,O{HJ2 ·38,02 
17.62 1903.92 3701.95 34,u8 
5627 
Sector 800000 
3.0; 1016.97 2345.43 (1. 111 
n,U4 
26.80 
·26.50 
1.113 
392.96 
lI,no 
16.53 
4.35 
1,06 
317.62 
0,005 
17.23 
20 
92.27 
222UO(J 
11.04 
5991.68 
202.21 
7)7{)()(j 
U.12 
19600 1.10 
3251 
(I ,M 
o.no 
0.23 
0.28 
11. 17 
U.96 
(UM) 
0.27 
U.25 
() 17 
\.ou 
(I .UO 
0 .24 
0.27 
(I, I? 
1.()O 
U.!KI 
0.28 
L1Q 
2.37 
1.19 
24.95 
0.08 
3.95 
2.10 
Lli 
2L15 
0,04 
3.61 
2.5R 
I.U5 
84301 
o,uo 
15.45 
92.58 
1.1 6 
187972.9 
O.UO 
3355.62 
a q 
InSTl 
InSlZ, 
InPR F 
InTA G 
InLlt;, 
InSTl 
InSIZ' 
InPR F 
InTA G 
InLiG 
I 
InSn 
InSIZ 
InPR F 
In7:4 G 
InLiD 
InS'lL 
InSIZ -
InPlrC F 
In7MG 
InLiO 
InS1V 
InSIZ InpR~F 
In111 G 
InUQ 
orre allon A I nalysls 
InSTD InSIZE InPROF 
Panel I: Sector 100000 
1.000 
0.306 1.000 
-0.037 0.048 1.000 
0.270 0.2941 -0.074 
-0.014 0.170 0.126 
Panel 3: Sector 300000 
1.000 
0.325 1.000 
-0005 0.058 1.000 
0.133 0.199 -0.004 
-0.408 0.105 0.063 
Panel S: Sector 500000 
1.000 
0.462 1.000 
0.010 0.088 1.000 
0.056 0.068 -0.021 
-0.309 -0.048 0.058 
Panel 7: Sec/or 700000 
1.000 
0.414 1.000 
0.045 0.178 1.000 
0.197 0.223 -0.018 
-0.334 -0.037 0.067 
Panel I: Sector 900000 
1.000 
0.311 1.000 
-0.065 0.060 
0.098 0108 
-0.272 0.179 
1000 
0018 
0.065 
InTANG 
1.000 
-0.211 
1.000 
-0.260 
1.000 
-0.284 
1.000 
-0.372 
1.000 
-0.382 
InSTD InSIZE InPROF InTANG 
Panel 2: Sector 200000 
1.000 
0.400 1.000 
-0.057 0.064 1.000 
-0.077 -0.115 0.116 1.000 
-0.336 0.233 0.235 0.368 
Panel 4: Sector 400000 
1.000 
0.411 1.000 
0.169 0.241 1.000 
0.459 0.350 0.147 1.000 
-0.353 -0.208 0.057 -0310 
Panel 6: Sector 600000 
1.000 
0.346 1.000 
-0.026 -0.050 1.000 
0.102 0.142 -0.011 1.000 
-0.414 0.056 0.011 -0.321 
Panel 8: Sector 800000 
1.000 
0.35 1 1.000 
-0.027 0.020 1.000 
0.428 0.520 -0.023 1.000 
-0.508 0.107 0.048 -0.174 
Gene ally, the correlation coefficients tend to suggest low level of multicollinearity. Although 
this ay induce inefticiency in our analysis, and hence the validity of our results, our huge 
sampl size may minimize the inefticiency issue providing sufficient degrees of freedom. This is 
"'r ,d " low "",d"d '"0'; " '" ,~o", 
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Our first regression results of equation (I) are presented in Table 6. We did control for 
heterogeneity problem by estimating the equation with White standard error adjustment process. 
The estimated model is also free from any !serial autocorrelation problem as demonstrated by the 
Durbin-Watson (DW) statistics. The stability test is conducted by using CUSUM test and the 
results found to be supporting the val idity i f all estimated models. Given the fact that there is no 
violation of underlying assumptions, we arl now able to interpret the results which are presented 
in Table 6. Overall, the model is well defined with high adjusted-If, low standard error and 
highly significant F-statistics. 
The effect of SIZE on STD seems to be in line with the theory as SIZE enters significantly in all 
sub-sectors' equations and almost unilaterally elastic. This could be explained by the fact that 
relatively bigger firms are more capable tOldiversi/Y and hence expected to face lower risk level 
relative smaller finns. With more films' value or confidence created, they are also more capable 
to attract debt provider (Abor and Biekpe, 2009). In contrast, firms which are smaller normally 
face serious information asymmetry prol:Hem and thus, difficult to convince their potential 
lenders to lend their hand. 
Another result which is consistent with theory is for L1Q. L1Q is found to be significantly and 
negatively affecting STD in all 9 sub-sectors, similar as finding in Eriotis et al. (2007) 
According to Eriotis et al. (2007), the negat e association between the two signifies the validity 
of pecking order theory in explaining the financing pattern of companies. For PROF, with 
exception to Sector 2 and 6, the results are J enerallY consistent with the theory which predicted a 
negative sign. The negative sign implies Jhat less profitable firms are more likely to require 
22 
exterjlal debt financing than more profitable firms. As we already discussed, the profitability 
level lof companies in NCER is not that impressive and therefore, unlikely they can survive or 
exprujd their business (should they observe prospective business niche) without resorting to 
extenbal financing. this evidence also provide another support to the existing efforts by 
Malarian government to further push banks to be more lenient and helpful to local 
,J
r 
,eo,"" wh,' "d'g fi'M'.' "",",i", 
Tab~6: RegressIOn Results 
I I Sector I Sector 2 Sector 3 Sector 4 Sector 5 Sector 6 Sector 7 Sector 8 Sector 9 
Cl III.)'/Z/: 
InPRUF 
InTANCi 
InllQ 
Obs' l 
R' 
Adj . R' 
s.E. 
AIC I 
F-stat 
D-W 
156··· 
[5 .017J 
0.95·" 
[72. 18J 
-1.14· 
[-189J 
-2.29··· 
[-19.05J 
-1.31 .... • 
[-44.79J 
457 
0.83 
0.83 
0.44 
123 
1523··· 
[O.OOJ 
195 
Panel I: Regression Output (Dep. Var. = inSTD) 
-1.90··· 5.04··· 1.91··· 5.26·· · 0. 17 4.20· ·· 
[-27.66J 
0.99"· 
[28.38J 
0.0 1 
[I 27J 
2.85··· 
[3 2.80J 
-1.00··· 
[-16.06J 
102 
0.85 
0.85 
0.46 
-2.59 
1332··· 
[O.OOJ 
197 
[5.5IJ [6.38J [13.Q4J [0.071 [8.92J 
0.95··· 0.93··· 0.96· · · 0 93· · · 0.92 · · · 
[1 6.35J 139.83J [44.431 [l 6.9I J [7.55J 
-0.99··· -O.OS -Ll O· ·· 0.49 -0.89·· · 
[-359J [-0.27J [-9. 12J [0.79J [-4.74J 
-1.84··· - 1.66··· -I 57· " -1.65··· -1.67·" 
[-29.38J [-6.59J [-24.80J [-4 77J [-9.5IJ 
-1.33··· -1.38··· -1.34··· - 1.40·· · -1.41 " · 
[-54. IIJ [-19.68J [-55.43J [-9.32J [-7.5IJ 
2869 
0.84 
0.84 
0.54 
0.71 
1852·· · 
[O.OOJ 
1 96 
Panel II : Model Criteria 
48 
0.80 
0.80 
0.50 
-0.19 
922·" 
[O.OOJ 
2. 10 
1263 
0.82 
0.82 
0.42 
-0. 14 
1847·" 
[O.OOJ 
196 
5627 
0.81 
0.8 1 
0.50 
0.46 
3538·· · 
[O.OOJ 
201 
857 
0.85 
0.85 
0.64 
0.69 
4725"· 
[O.OOJ 
2.0 
Note - .dw!ri\·h· ... and *.* denote 'ii"mijifcant at JO% 5% and 1% re'ipl!cfively r' ... . 0 • • . . 
4.20 
[109J 
0.98"· 
[l4.45J 
-0.79· · 
[-2.70J 
-0.07··· 
[-20. 16J 
-1.22··· 
[-9.45J 
3251 
0.82 
0.82 
0.58 
175 
1034··· 
[O.OOJ 
193 
4.08"· 
[l3.30J 
0.93"· 
[8.56J 
-0.67··· 
[-6. 18J 
-2.06··· 
[-5.5IJ 
-1.37· ·· 
[-8.69J 
946 
0.84 
0.84 
0.48 
0.9 1 
3897*·· 
[O.OOJ 
194 
I 
Finallw, TANG is found to be contradicting to the existing theory that predicted a positive link 
between TANG and debt. However, this find ing is still consistent and lends another support to 
SeVer]1 studies such as Cassar and Holmes (2003), Hall et al. (2004) and Abor and Biekpe (2009) 
I 
in whch they found a negative impact of TANG on short-term debt. [n explaining the likely 
weir~ result, Cassar and Holmes (2003) counter-argued that this negative effect is on the basis 
that rfms matching their duration of assets and ~~abil ities. The detail explanation given by Cassar 
and Holmes (2003) seems to be the most appropriate to explain the result of TANG. Out of four 
variables, TANG has the largest impact (or highly elastic). It may inform us that local financiers 
are putting huge emphasis on the asset structure of firms in NCER. Firms facing lower growth 
but high risk apparently will be asked for more valuable collateral and with not be easily satisfied 
by investigating on accounting information (Cassar and Holmes, 2003). Subsequently, firms will 
be having low debt level. Another possible explanation regarding the high demand for valuable 
I 
collateral by tinanciers to small firms is because of the stronger assets substitution effect relative 
to big companies. Whilst the face value milght be easily measured but the owner could be having 
difference consideration regarding the value of existing fixed assets. The owners of small firms 
tend to value them higher than their face value as they represent the pillar of their business. 
Should these assets gone, no more business and this situation is part of strong characteristics of 
local entrepreneurs in NCER. 
'" ""'''''" " mod" ('), ~ .00 ","" J _,d "'" fuinl m,do' wh"h OOffi,.mg ,,"''''Om' 
dummy variables. In Table 7, we present Ithe result of second model in which we added state 
dummy. This state dummy is very important as the four states are not similar in several obvious 
features such as land structure and size, leading political party, location, infrastructure and so on. 
As shown in Table 7, the resuJts do not change significantJy. This implies that the above 
discussion is remained vaJid. NonetheJess, significant improvement in adjusted R2 and standard 
errors might be suggesting the important state specific characteristics to be included in the future 
study. One obvious regression results that l e observed is the effect of TANG is significantly now 
negative in all sub-sectors. This could be another justification on the importance of state 
. Ii" I . . . 
In ormation to be In the model to get better inSight of capital structure chosen In certain area. The 
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-F-stl t stic of DSTATE (HO: DSTATE1=DSTATE2=DSTATE3=O) also demonstrated that they 
can no be omitted from the model. 
Table 7: R~gression Results - WITH STATES DUMMY 
Sector I Sector 2 Sector 3 Sector 4 Sector 5 Sector 6 Sector 7 Sector 8 Sector 9 
Panel I: Regression Output (Dep. Var. - InSTD) 
-4.33· .... -2.75·" -1.35 ' -1.96· .... -9.79··· -2.00· .... -6.10··· -4.22 -3.4S··· 
C [-4.20] [-333] [-1.65] [-4.59] [-11.34] [-4.83] [-6.12] [-0.59] [-8.23] 
~>SJZE 0.85"· 0.44'" 0.21··· 0.34··· 0.39·" 0.45··· 0.51··· 0.46··· 0.12··· 
[5.96] [5.76] [9.43] [4.33] [3.05] [3 .65] [4. 11] [4.08] [6.22] 
Inl'lWI' ·0.47·· 0,44· .... 0.38 -0.51'" -0.69"· -0.61' -0.29·· -0.56 -0.62·" 
[-2.52] [3 .271 [0.02] [-2.83) [-3.39] [1.67] [-2.27] [-0.38] [-2.86) 
lnTANG -2.59" -1.63 ... • -1.7r .... -I.IS·" -1.9r·· -LIS··· -1.81"· -2 .49"· -1.61 .... 
[-2321 [-4.05] [-3.72] [-3.201 {I 1.10) [-8.13) [-5.58] [-9.14) [-6.80J 
~lfJQ -0.30' -0 J3 -0,370·· · -0.23" -O.4S··· -0,13·" -0.23 ... • -0.52·" -0.25' 
[-2.72) [099] [-2.92) [-2.471 [-3.27] [-4.15] [-3.99] [-4.47] [-I. 93] 
Panel II: Model Criteria 
Obs. 457 102 2869 48 1263 5627 857 325t 946 
R' 0.89 086 0.85 088 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.89 0.85 
~t l 0.89 086 0.85 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.89 0.85 0.40 0.08 0.38 0.20 0.22 0.30 0.35 0.49 0.36 Ale 1.21 -0.51 O.4t 0. 10 0.59 0.45 0.68 1.71 0.86 
F-stat 951··· 1646"· 9152··· 738" · 8616··· 2667··· 4449 .. •• 7059 ... • 3008·· .. 
(overall [0.00) [O.OO[ [0.00] [0.00] [0.00] [0.00] [0.00) [0.00] [0.00] 
F-sfat 20.66'" 259,5··· 6277'" 10.26'" 18.3S·" 113.4·" 16.05'" 49.96'" 16.54'" 
(dst~lIc) [0.001 [0.001 [0.00) [0.00) [0.00) [0.00] [0.00) [0.00) [0.00) 
D-W 1.95 1.98 1.97 2.02 1.90 2.00 I 94 1.98 1.95 
Note: . \·Ieri.\·k.'i ., •• and·" denole .\·ignificonl 0110%,5% and 1%. respeclively. 
FinL , we tested the model with SMEs dummy. As presented in Table 4, there is huge size gap 
in ev ry sub-sector. Omitting this information from the mode] might be creating bias in the 
estim tion. Therefore. in order to investigate whether this omission will have a significant effect 
on 1h rHerm debt or not, we add in equation (1 ) SMEs dummy. The results are presented in 
Table 8 below. Similar to the second model with state dummy, model with SMEs dummy is also 
seem d to be outperformed the original model. This is particular[y true as far as adjusted R2, 
stand rd error and F-statistics (DSME) are concerned. This implies that for future research, it is 
recor mendable that separate research to be conducted for SMEs and large companies. By doing 
25 
so, it is expected to provide better hint rJ arding the need for and type of financing by every 
segment of companies in NCER. 
Table 8: Rellression Results - WITH SMEs Dumm~ 
Sector I Sector 2 Sector 3 Sectdr4 Sector 5 Sector 6 Sector 7 Sector 8 Sector 9 
Panel I: Re!l!:ession OutEut (DeE. vai. -lnSTD) 
4.40··· -4.65··· 7.60·" 6.63·" 5.88' -5. t8 4.96···· 6.86 5.83·" 
C [5.38] [-4.34] [3 .00] [4.56] [1.80] [-1.07] [5.79] [1.34] [8.29] 
tnSlZE 0.80··· 0.91··· 0.97' 0.95··· 0.97··· 0.94··· 0.94··· 0.99· · 0.95··· 
[5.98] [8.53] [1.85] [5.92] [4.09] [733J [8.67] [2.90] [4.82] 
InPROI' -0.55" 0.03 -0.33 ·" -0.46 -0.40··· -0.52 ' -0.95··· -0.77· · -0.73··· 
[-2.42] [1.28] [-3.52] [-0.1 6) [-8.57] [-1.78] [-4.13) [-3.63] [-5.72] 
InTANG - 1.79·· 2.4'··· -1.0'''· -L IS··· -1.06·· -1 .09··· -1.98·" -1.45·" -1.31 ... • 
[-2.36] {l1.94J [-10.93] [-3.97J [-2.63) [-5.89] [-11.71] [-11.24] [-4.39) 
InLlQ -1.15··· -0.93··· -LIS··· -1.36··· -1.25··· -1.00·· · -1.33··· -1.10·" -1.24 ··· 
[-2.97) [-7.71) [-5.54) [-398] [-9.26] [-4.82] [-9.38] [-5.68] [-8.69] 
Pane) iT: Mode) Criteria 
Obs. 457 102 2869 48 1263 5627 857 3251 946 
R' 0.87 0.82 0.84 0.85 0.88 0.85 0.830 0.87 0.85 
Adj . R' 0.87 0.8t 0.84 0.8f 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.87 0.85 
S.E. 0.43 0.32 0.34 0.33 0.73 0.33 0.30 0.37 047 
AIC 1.06 1.23 1.05 1.78 1.95 1.94 1.94 I 12 1.84 
F-stat 1432.51" 1632·" 1229··· 9 IU· J•• 1722"· 2464··· 3393"· 1307··· 36Ho··· (overall) \0.001 jU.Ollj [1I ,UOj 111.Il\l) 10.1101 10.!XII 111.0111 [O.UUj jU·{)(l1 
F-stat 4.54··· 1.99' 2.78'" 1,30··· 1.89··· 4.85··· 2.01·· 5.08·" 2.77·· .. 
(DSME) [0.00] [0.05] [0.001 [0.00] [0.00] [0.00) [0.04J [0.00] [000] 
D-W 1.97 1.99 1.93 2.30 1.99 1.95 2.03 1.92 214 
NOIe: ASlerisk.'i . , •• and ••• denole .\·;gn({icant 0110%,5% and 1%, respectively . 
CONCLUSION 
In this study, we conduct our analysis in order to investigate how some specific firm 
characteristics determine the firm's capital structure. We use the panel data derived from the 
financial statements of more than 15,000 Malaysian companies located in the northern region or 
NCER. With very limited information can be extracted from the data collected from CCM for the 
year 2007, we did restrict our model to have four independent variables only. 
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'Our mding did suggest that generally the choice of capital structure in NCER is also consistent 
with he standard prediction of the existing theory pertinent to capital structure. Nonetheless 
sever I additional important implications are also found. First, TANG has been the most 
impo tant determinant, regardless of which model. This implies that potential financiers are very 
muc concern about the risk tacing each companies in NCER, the area in which the record firms 
gent lIy enjoying low growth but facing high risk. Hence, more valuable collateral in the form 
of fix d assets is normally required. Second, state characteristics may also be playing significant 
rOlel t capital structure as it found to be the better model. Third, as SME dummy has proven as 
signi cantly affect capital structure model, it is important to segregate the data into two separate 
grou of companies - SME and large companies as they may have different set of impact. For 
insta ce, the impact of TANG is strongly being suggested as positive for large firms but negative 
in ou case. This is not too strange as majority of companies in NCER is small to medium size. 
Their dominant presence could have an impact on the results. This can be further confirmed if 
we l a conduct two diffe rent analyses, rather than pooling them into single analysis. 
I 
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Capital Structure and the Firm Determinants: Evidence from Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs) in Malaysia 
Abstract 
Haslindar Ibrahim 
School of Management 
Universiti Sains Malaysia 
11800 USM, Penang, Malaysia 
haslindar@usm.my 
We examine the determinants of capital structure of small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs) by utilizing the data of 15,323 
companies only for the year 2007 covering the northern area of 
Peninsular Malaysia such as the state of Perak, Penang, Kedah 
and Perlis. By conducting cross-sectional data analysis, we 
found that the determinants factor such as size, profitability 
and tangible asset is significantly related to long term debt. 
Size and tangible assets have a persistent and consistent 
negative and significant relationship with long term debt. 
Further, profitability is found to be significantly and positively 
related to long term debt. However, the study found that the 
liquidity has no impact on long term debt in SMEs. 
Keywords: Capital Structure, SMEs, LOllg-term debt 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The small and medium enterprises (SMEs) play. a vital 
role in the development of the Malaysian government's 
economic growth. According to Dr Zeti Akhtar Aziz, 
Governor of the Central Bank of Malaysia, in her speech 
during the 7th Conference of Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation (APEC) Financial Institutions Dealing with 
SMEs on July 16, 2010, she urged the important of 
development of the SMEs can be as the driver of the 
economic growth process directly would achieve a more 
balanced growth. She also mentioned about the contribution 
of SMEs to Malaysian economy, which is the SMEs 
constitute 99% of all businesses, 57% of total employment , 
35% of gross domestic product (GDP) and 20% of total 
exports. 
n say that the Based on these economic indicators, we ca 
SMEs as important contributors to the gr 
Malaysian economy and this experience have b 
Hamilton and Harper [8]. Therefore, we w 
investigate further the way of SMEs choose th 
preference or how they manage their capita 
order to run their businesses and remain being 
owth of the 
een agreed by 
ould like to 
eir financing 
I structure in 
competitive 
advantage locally and globally. 
explained by The optimal capital structure theories as 
Modigliani and Miller [14] to discuss on the ca 
or financing preferences that is focusing only 0 
firms. Therefore, there are an issues have been 
pital structure 
n large listed 
raised by the 
previous researchers whether that findings are valid to be 
Tajul Ariffin Masron 
School of Management 
Universiti Sains Malaysia 
11800 USM, Penang, Malaysia 
tams@usm.my 
used for other firms mainly small firm such as SMEs and this 
issues have been received limited attention [I]. 
Thus, this article intends to investigate the relationship 
between firm characteristic determinants (size, profitability, 
liquidity and tangibi lity) with long-term debt of SMEs in the 
northern corridor of Economic Region (NCER) in Malaysia. 
There are nine sectoral classifications made in this study. 
This paper is structured as fo ll ows: Section " provides the 
background of SMEs in Malaysia. Section III reviews the 
previous studies on the determinants of capital structure and 
the data collection, methodology and empirical models used 
in analyzing the data is described in Section IV. Section V 
discusses the findings of the study and finally, Section VI 
concludes and explains the limitation of the research. 
[I. SMEs [N MALA YS[A 
The Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in Malaysia can 
be classified into activity, turnover, and size and the SMEs is 
the major sources of employment. Generally, the term of an 
enterprise itself is considered as SME with regards to the 
annual sales turnover or number of fu ll-time workers. Table 
I explains in details the SME's definition in Malaysia 
basically categorized based on the sales turnover and total 
number of full-time employees [10]). 
Table I: Definition of SMEs based on Sales Turnover and 
Number of Full-time Employees in Malaysia 
Category Micro- Small Medium 
enterprise enterprise Enterprise 
I. Manufacturing, Sales Sales turnover Sales turnover 
manufacturing- turnover of between between RMIO 
related services less than RM250K and Mi l and RM25 
and agro-based RM250K I RMIO Mil I Mil I between 
industries fewer than 5 between 5 to 51 and 150 
fu ll -time 50 full-time fu ll-time 
!:!nnk>y-e~s --<:molovees enlll.!ovees 
2. Services, Sales Sales turnover Sales turnover 
primary turnover of between between RMI 
agriculture and less than RM200K and Mi l and RM5 
information RM200K I RM I Mi l I Mil I between 
and fewer than 5 between 5 and 20 and 50 fu ll-
communicatio full-time 19 full -time time 
n technology employees employees employees 
(lCT) 
(Source: SMIDEC [20]) 
According to Dr Zeti [22], the Malaysian government has 
established the National SME Development Council (NSDC) 
in 2004 to formulate broad policies and strategies which its 
aims in creating and enabling environment for SMEs 
development across all sectors. In order to achieve this 
mission, SMEs development programs under three broad 
strategic thrusts of strengthening the enabling infi'astructure, 
enhancing SMES capacity and capability and enhancing 
access to financing was introduced and organized by the 
SME Corporation Malaysia in October 2009. Therefore, 354 
programs with financial commitment of RM6.02 billion are 
being employed to build up high performance and resilient 
SMEs in Malaysia. 
The SMEs can be a competitive advantage in emerging 
market because it has greater flexibility and ability to adjust 
to changes in the market and it has a potential to raise 
productivity and performance. In addition, the government 
and financial sectors (banks) give full support in the 
development of SMEs locally and globally. Due to these 
advantages, we have initiated to evaluate the determinants 
which influence the SMEs to decide their optimal capital 
structure in running their businesses. 
Ill. LITERATURE REVIEW 
also been supported by other studies which say that smaller 
firms tend to use less long term debt and more short term 
debt due to shareholder-lenders conflict [\][ \3][2\]. 
In term of liquidity, Manos, Murinde and Green [12] 
indicate that liquidity ratio reflects firms ' ability to pay 
creditors in the Sh0l1 term. It is expected that liquidity and 
leverage to have a negative relationship as firms tend to use 
the extra cash to finance their investment instead of incurring 
interest costs [5]. Additional debt would deteriorate the 
current ratio further and makes the firm's financial standing 
weak [6]. 
However, the different theories of capital structure 
contributed different attributes which can lead the companies 
to make a decision on how they can choose for the debt 
financing. Tangible assets also play a vital role and act as 
collateral and provide security to lenders in the event of 
financial distress. According to Jensen and Meckling [9], 
collaterality is very important and act as the protection to 
lenders from moral hazard problem when there is a conflict 
between shareholder and lenders. AboI' and Biekpe [\] find 
there is a significantly positive relationship between asset 
structure (as measured by fixed asset divided by total asset) 
and long term debt. In addition, other previous empirical 
studies also find a positive relationship between tangibility 
The theory of capital structure was initiated by 
Modigliani and Miller since \958 discllssing on the effect of 
capital structure on the film value by concluding their work 
that the "capital structure is irrelevance" which means that 
the firm value was not influenced by the financial structure. 
Modigliani and Miller [\5] also explain about the tax shield 
when firms can pay lower taxes if equity financing and 
encourage films to use all debt financing for tax purposes 
because interest is deductable. Therefore, firms can attain 
optimal capital structure by practicing this tax saving 
activities and firms with higher profitability would choose to 
have high debt to gain tax benefits. However, Myers [16] 
and Myers and Majluf [\7] in their hypothesis of pecking 
order or asymmetric information, claim that firms prefer 
internal financing to debt to equity. Therefore, firms with 
higher profitability will use higher retained earnings and less 
debt and this is consistent with the study done by AboI' and 
Biekpe [\] in Ghana. They find there is a significantly 
negative relationship between profitability (as calculated by 
profit before tax to total asset) with long telm debt. 
_ and long term debt, however negative relationship between 
tangibility and short term debt [18][2][21]. 
Cosh and Hughes [4] explain that SME owners try to use 
and meet their financing needs based on a pecking order 
theory as follows: firstly, using their "own" money (personal 
savings and retained earnings); secondly, short-term 
borrowings; thirdly, longer term debt; and finally least 
-=~prefer-red of--"-all,- from- the- introduction ot'-new- equit --
investors that represents the maximum intrusion. In the 
nutshell , the pecking order theory suggests that the 
relationship between leverage and profitability will be 
negatively correlated because the more profitable the film , 
the less need it has to borrow either long-term or short-term. 
Rajan and Zingales [\9] construe that large firm are 
likely to be more diversified and are expected to employ 
higher amount of debt than small firms. This statement has 
IV. METHODOLOGY 
This study assumed a direct relationship between firm 
characteristic determinants (independent variables) and long 
term debt (dependent variable). The relationship is tested 
based on the following empirical model and this model also 
employed by the previous studies such as AboI' and Biekpe 
[1], Hall et al. [7], and Cassar and Holmes [3]. 
LDEB7: = flo + fl,SIZE, + fl,PROFI'l : + fl,UQUIDITY, + fl,TANGIBLE, + 0 , 
where: 
LDEBT 
SIZE 
PROFIT 
LIQUIDITY 
TANGIBLE 
I: 
~i 
= long-term debt 
= total asset 
= return on assets before tax 
= current assets divided by current 
liabilities 
= fixed asset divided by total assets 
= random error 
= parameters to be estimated 
In this study, we conduct cross-sectional data anal~,--,s,-"is,,-=~~~~ 
after controlling all the important exogenous factors such as 
state, then by using ordinalY least square (OLS) technique, 
we run the analysis. The data are mainly taken from 
Companies Commission of Malaysia (CCM). Originally, 
there are 16,550 SME companies in the list. However, after 
deleting all missing information, we are left with only 
15,323 companies. The data are only for the year 2007 
covering SMEs in the northern area of Peninsular Malaysia 
such as the state of Perak, Penang, Kedah and Perl is. 
We have also developed 4 models to determine which 
model is more superior or appropriate (goodness of fits) for 
this study. Modell and Model 3 based on the data at level 
and log form respectively, however in Model 2 (level) and 
Model 4 (log from), we included dummy variable for nine 
sectoral classifications. Basically, Modell and Model 2 is 
used an indicator of confirming the direction sign between 
independent and dependent variables. Further, the findings 
of Model 4 were found to be more superior and results of 
analysis in Model 4 are used for further discussion of the 
study. 
v . RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Table 2 reported the descriptive statistics of all variables 
in the study. Long term debt as dependent variable has a 
mean value of 1,664,671. Meanwhile, the independent 
variables as denoted by SIZE, PROFIT, LIQUIDITY and 
TANG exhibit mean value of 12,256,915, -0. 1795, 20.02328, 
and 0.283 respectively. 
Table 2: Descril2tive Anal~sis 
LDEST SIZE PROFIT LIQUIDITY TANG 
Mean 1664671.0 12256915 -0.1795 2002328 0.282558 
Median 18333.00 1481737. 0.0296 1.083539 0. 2 10966 
Max 206E+09 7.37E+09 2539.500 187972.9 1.000000 
Min 0.000000 0.000000 -3947.279 0000000 0.000000 
Obs. 15323 15323 15323 15323 15323 
We have conducted a correlation analysis by using the data 
at level and also in a log form in order to investigate the 
possible degree of multi-collinearity among the variables as 
shown in Table 3 and Table 4. The results of correlation 
analysis remain the same indicating all variables are not 
related to each other or there is no multi-collinearity 
problems exist among the variables used in this study. 
Table 3:Correlation Analysis - Long-Term Debt (Levet) 
LDEBT SIZE PROFIT LIQUIDITY 
LDEBT 1 
SIZE 0.3213 1 
PROFIT 0.1257 0.4521 
LIQUIDITY 0.0007 0.0259 0.0396 
TANG 0.0555 0.0512 0.0074 -0.0120 
~-~=IaDle4:Corre\atlOn Analysis - Cong-Term Del5t(Cog 
Form) 
InL TDEBT InSIZE InPROFIT InLIQUIDITY 
InLTDEBT 
InSIZE 0.4863 1 
InPROFIT 0.3495 0.0269 
lnLIQUDITY 0.0087 0.122 1 0.0223 
InTANG 0.0290 0.1004 -0.0037 -0.2887 
Table 5 rep0l1ed the regression results for Modell, 
Model 2, Model 3 and Model 4. Model 2 and Model 4 have 
taken into consideration the dummy variable of nine sectoral 
classifications in SMEs as classified by the Malaysia 
Standard Industrial Classification 2000 (MSIC 2000)[11]. 
Table 5: Results of Analyses - Long-Term Debt Model 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Level Logarithmic Fonn 
Pallel A: Estimated Model 
676.570'" 321.638 -18.5851 '" -18.6132'" 
C (3 .8143) (0.6735) (-4.6284) (-4.3026) 
SIZE 0.0864 '" 0.0862 '" 0.9651' " 0.9766'" 
(4 .6649) (4.4831 ) (6.8999) (6.9259) 
PROF -0.1275 '" -0.1274'" 1.2066'" -1.2530'" 
(-8 .8868) (-8.8808) (2 .9705) (30932) 
LlQ -104.54 - 11 5. 13 0.2292 0.2525 
(-0.2903) (-0.3 197) (0 .6295) (0 .6954) 
TANG 1715 .07 1653.3 1 3.9633'" 3.9665'" 
(12258) (1 .1812) (4 .9465) (4 .1554) 
Dummy Var: 
1.7948 
-0 .8983'" 
DSI (0.1627) (-5.6920) 
-5.7968 
-0.5829' 
DS2 (-0.2738) (-1.9339) 
8.1608 0.1015 
DS3 (0 .1282) (1.1 083) 
4.6525 0.9809" 
DS4 (1.3804) (2.0446) 
-4.8240 0.0083 
DS5 (-0.0006) (0.0734) 
-7.9688 -0.032 1 
DS6 (-0.1407) (-03985) 
4.4344 0.0113 
DS7 (0.4824) (0.0867) 
1.3120" -0.4785'" 
DS8 (2 .1 063) (-53765) 
1.7871" 0.1503 
DS9 (2.0287) ( 1.19]]) 
Pallel B: Model Criteria 
Obs. 15323 15323 15323 15323 
Adj. R' 0.3196 0.5199 0.6101 0.7142 
AIC 3.6663 3.6663 5.1390 5.1337 
563. 1689" J 74.4486" 1856.586" , 582.7466'" 
F-stat (0 .0000) (0.0000) 
(0 .0000) (0 .0000) 
"'significant at 5% level 
We have chosen the results of analyses in Model 4 for 
further discussion due to the more superior model as 
compared to others. The results signifies that the size is 
significantly positively related to long term debt and this 
findings is conformed with those of previous such as Rajan 
and Zingales [19] and Abot and Biekpe [I]. This results can 
further explained that the larger the firm the more diversified 
and these firms are also having lower risk as compared to 
smaller firms. 
_ IlLrelation-to_ the-o..profitability, there-is-a-statisticall¥-'-~~== 
significant negative relationship with the long term debt and 
it is confirmed in that SMEs finance their activities following 
the financing pattem as suggested by the pecking order 
theory [1]. This findings also indicate that the SMEs with 
less profitable are more likely to apply the extemal debt 
financing than SMEs with more profitab le in the business. 
The study also finds that the tangibility as measured by 
fixed asset divided by total assets has a positive and 
significant related to long term debt indicating that non-
current assets are important and act as the protection to 
lenders from moral hazard problem [9]. This result is also 
consistent with the findings of Pindalo, Rodrigues, and de la 
Torre [I8], Chittenden, Hall and Hutchinson [2] and Stohs 
and Mauer [21]. However, there is no significant evidence 
relationship is found between liquidity and long term debt. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS 
This study investigates firm characteristic determinants 
of capital structure which is long term debt of SMEs in the 
northern corridor of Economic Region (NCER) in Malaysia. 
We have conducted the cross-sectional analysis of 15,323 
SMES companies for only the year period of year 2007. The 
research findings of the study provide significant evidence 
that the larger the firm, the higher the SMEs to employ the 
amount of debt than small firms. Conversely, SMEs with 
higher profitability significantly to choose to finance less 
long term in their financing structure decision. 
Moreover, we have observed in the data collection, more 
than half of 15,323 companies did not choose long term debt 
in their financial structure. In addition, the study also found 
that SMEs are intended to use more long term debts when 
the proportion of fixed asset in their companies is increased. 
The limitations can be addressed here are each variable is 
dictated by different measures used in previous studies which 
can lead inconsistent results and also the data period used is 
very short period. Thus, the findings of this study on the 
capital structure decision have important implications for 
policy makers and a lso entrepreneurs ofSMEs in Malaysia. 
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